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Path Planning for a Reconfigurable Robot in Extreme Environments

Wei Cheah Tomas B. Garcia-Nathan Keir Groves Simon Watson Barry Lennox

Abstract— In recent years, the inspection of extreme envi-
ronments using mobile robots has gained traction, as robots
are able to mitigate the risk placed on humans and at times
achieve what humans are unable to. In some scenarios, the
robot is required to operate in cluttered environments with
highly restricted access through 150 mm diameter ports. The
MIRRAX robot has been designed to meet these challenges with
the capability of reconfiguring itself to both access environments
and navigate through tightly spaced obstacles. The joints used
for reconfiguration of the robot introduce additional challenges
for path planning due to the significant changes that can occur
between adjacent poses. This paper presents a global path plan-
ner for MIRRAX. A Voronoi diagram is first used to generate
a sparse graph to represent the topology of the environment,
which allows for fast, coarse path planning. The coarse path is
then refined via a heuristic pose fitting routine to ensure that
the path is both collision-free and reduce unnecessary joint
angle changes. The planner has been evaluated in simulation,
demonstrating the feasibility of generating collision-free paths
through narrow pathways for a reconfigurable robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

The need for inspection, monitoring and intervention in
extreme environments has grown considerably following the
Fukushima incident and the continued aging of nuclear facili-
ties [1]. These tasks are non-trivial, requiring substantial cost,
and where human operators are involved, there is an element
of risk to their health when operating in these environments.
Faced with these challenges, the use of mobile robots has
gained interest as risks to human health can be mitigated
and robots can in some cases perform tasks that humans
are unable to [2]. Even so, challenges remain in deploying
and operating mobile robots in these environments. One such
challenge is navigating through constrained and cluttered
areas and another is that access points may be restricted,
for example, many areas in legacy nuclear facilities can only
be accessed through a 150 ṁm access port [3].

Reconfigurable terrestrial robots with movable joints offer
a solution to these challenges. A typical robot setup would
comprise two or more rigid bodies that are connected by
movable joints, with locomotion provided by wheels or
tracks. The range of configurations allow such robots to
access areas through small ports and to traverse through
highly constrained environments such as inside pipes, or
ducts or between tightly spaced obstacles. In a recent case
study [4], Sarcos’ Guardian S reconfigurable robot was used
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to inspect a dust extraction system, reducing both risk to em-
ployees and manufacturing downtime. Another example was
developed by Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) [3].
Their robot was designed to take a tubular form, traverse
a narrow pipe, and once clear of the pipe expand into a
U shape for stability. The algorithms developed in this paper
are designed to be applicable to any reconfigurable terrestrial
robot and are tested on MIRRAX [5], shown in Fig. 1.
MIRRAX is a holonomic three link reconfigurable robot that
can fit through a 150 mm access port and was deployed
to map the inside of a sealed, legacy nuclear facility on
the Sellafield site in the UK (see Fig. 1b for result of the
mapping). This deployment highlighted the importance of
the robot’s reconfigurable capabilities, as debris on the floor
resulted in a cluttered and partially confined environment,
that the robot needed to navigate through.

Fig. 1. The MIRRAX reconfigurable robot (a) Dual LIDAR set up for
mapping (b) 3D point cloud reconstruction of Sellafield facility (c) Egress
from a 150 mm access port (d) Example of reconfigurable shape.

When undertaking missions with a reconfigurable ground
robot, there is significant stress on the operator because the
robot’s pose and joint angles must be constantly adjusted
to fit between obstacles without getting stuck. In the case of
MIRRAX, the two additional joints expands the search-space
to a five dimensional problem, which is non-trivial, compared
to a three dimensional problem for a fixed configuration robot
in planar space. Usually there is also time pressure on the
operator. This could be due to battery life constraints, to
minimise the radiation dose received by the robot or when
searching for an injured person in a rescue scenario.

Having a high-level planner to find a feasible path with
collision-free poses for the robot would reduce the burden
on the operator and allow the mission to be completed faster
than using manual control. One particular motion planning
approach is the combination of map representation using



Voronoi diagram and Signed Distance Fields (SDFs) which
allows for fast planning and collision checking, outperform-
ing sampling-based approaches especially when dealing with
narrow pathways, which is the focus of this paper [6],
[7]. The Voronoi diagram may at times be insufficient to
guarantee a collision-free path, requiring the addition of
heuristics [8], gradient-based trajectory optimization [9] or
sampling-based methods [10] to avoid the collision. How-
ever, the robots used in the published research are either fixed
configuration or have no constraints in their configurations.

The motion planning problem for MIRRAX introduces
new challenges compared to fixed and other reconfigurable
robots. The literature on motion planning for reconfigurable
robots that is closely similar to MIRRAX often concerns
modular type robots with detachable units, as opposed to
MIRRAX’s joints which are not detachable [11], [12]. Mov-
ing using the U-shape configuration as opposed to other
shapes provide better controllability hence is preferred where
the environment allows [13], [14]. Furthermore, navigating
from the U-shape to an almost straight shape configuration
for the ingress of narrow pathways requires the transition to
start at a certain distance away from the entry. Using existing
approaches would result in collision as the robot would be
too near the entry to make significant change in its pose.

This paper proposes a global path planner for the MIR-
RAX reconfigurable robot to address this gap in the lit-
erature. The approach here extends upon the work of [7]
which was used for a fixed configuration robot. The sparse
graph is first used for coarse path planning, followed by a
heuristic-based pose fitting approach for ensuring collision-
free poses along the path, and at the same time avoids both
singular configurations and unnecessary pose changes. The
contribution of this work is a global path planner for a
reconfigurable robot that is capable of generating collision-
free poses along a path.

II. ROBOT AND PLANNER OVERVIEW

The annotations for the MIRRAX robot, along with its
dimension and reference frame, is shown in Fig. 2. The robot
has two leg links attached to its base link via joints q1 and
q2, both of which has a range of 0 to π rad, where the pose
shown in Fig. 2 have both joints at 0 rad. The pose of the
robot is defined as p = (px, py, θ, q1, q2) where the first three
terms are the standard 2D pose x, y and rotation, followed
by the two joints on MIRRAX.

An overview of the planner is shown in Fig. 3. The
Euclidean Signed Distance Field (ESDF), Voronoi diagram
and sparse graph follows the approach of [6] and [7], though
any other approaches to generate the first two map represen-
tations would also work. The Sparse Graph tree is a truncated
version of the Voronoi diagram and is represented in a
graph form. Path finding then becomes a task of traversing
the sparse graph using algorithms such as Djikstra, A* or
shortest-path. The resulting path consists of a list of vertices
with x-y position (2D planning in this study), with large gaps
between them due to the sparsity of the graph in representing

Fig. 2. MIRRAX robot dimension and frame of references.

the topology of the space. Hence, the path is discretised into
smaller uniform segments for the subsequent steps.

Fig. 3. Path planner overview.

The Pose Fitting (Section III) first finds a coarse pose, re-
fines it, and then ensures that the transition between adjacent
poses are collision-free. In the event that the interpolation
fails, the Snake Fitting approach (Section IV) is used which
would handle difficult motions such as the ingress and egress
of narrow pathways. Similar to before, the pose generated by
Snake Fitting is refined and interpolation between adjacent
poses is used to check for collision. It should be noted that
the planner explicitly takes advantage on the small number
of links that the robot has.

III. POSE FITTING

The pose fitting approach for the MIRRAX reconfigurable
robot does this through two steps, both of which utilises
the SDF in different manner. First, a coarse pose fit based
on the SDF with respect to the base frame. Second, a fine
fitting approach using the SDF at various locations on the
link to find the magnitude and direction to rotate away from
obstacles.

A. Coarse Pose Fitting

First, the base rotation, θ, is computed using the tangent of
the path via linear regression centered at the robot’s frame,
fb, similar to [6]. Second, a symmetric pose based on the
SDF at fb is used to offset the robot so that its geometrical



center lies on the path itself. For fixed robots, the base or
robot frame is chosen to coincide with the geometrical center
of the robot and is a fixed point. In the case of MIRRAX,
the geometrical center is not fixed and is a function of the
leg’s joint angles, pgc = f(q1, q2). The geometrical center is
calculated using four points placed at the edges of the robot,
as shown in Fig. 4a. Depending on the leg’s joint angles,
the points are switched so that they correspond to the far
edges of the robot (see Fig. 4b). The geometrical center then
simply takes the mean between the extreme end points on
the x- and y-axis among the available points.

Fig. 4. Geometrical center of robot. The point on the link is switched
when it exceeds the x-axis of the base frame.

The symmetric pose is a linear interpolation between the
narrowest and widest configuration the robot can achieve.
The collision-free distance from the robot’s geometric centre
to the nearest obstacle for these two configurations are set
beforehand, thus the linear interpolation for the joint angles,
q, can be described by

q =


qmin, d < dmin

dmax − d
dmax − dmin

· qmin, dmin ≤ d ≤ dmax

0, d > dmax

(1)

where dmax and dmin corresponds to the minimum per-
missible distance for the widest and narrowest configuration
measured from the robot’s base frame to the obstacle, qmin is
the joint angle at the narrow configuration and d is the SDF
at fb from the path. The condition d < dmin is required
for scenarios where the path width is narrower than the
ideal minimum path width. This scenario can occur due to
discretization in the map representation, or in practice due
to sensor noise.

At this point, the full pose, although a coarse one, is
used to offset the robot’s position so that its geometrical
center lies on the path. This is calculated using a simple 2D
transformation, T (θ)pgc.

B. Pose Refinement

The next phase is concerned with refining the coarse pose-
fitting in the previous step and ensures that all the links are
collision free. The refinement is done sequentially, first for
the base link followed by the leg links. The approach used

here is to rotate the base and leg links using geometrical
calculations that are functions of SDF values at the collision
points, coupled with an iterative scheme.

The pseudo-code for calculating the rotation for a link to
move from collision to collision-free is given in Alg. 1. While
the details of the approach below uses the base link, the same
approach applies for the leg link as well. The robot’s link
have a vertical pair of points distributed across its length,
shown in Fig. 5a, for the base link.

Fig. 5. (a) Collision points for base link (b) Collision pair used for iden-
tifying rotation magnitude and direction (c) Collision free SOMETHING.

Algorithm 1 computeRot
Require: link, j, θ
Ensure: cfree, θnew

1: cfree ← true
2: updatePose(θ)
3: ca, cb ← getCollisionPointsPair(link, j)
4: da, db ← getSDF(ca, cb)
5: if (da or db) < dthres then
6: cfree ← false
7: if da < db then
8: d← da
9: r ← −1

10: else if db < da then
11: d← db
12: r ← 1
13: end if
14: θrot ← r ·∆Rot(d, dm, dhpt) . see Eq. 2
15: if isnan(θrot) then
16: θrot ← r · θoff
17: end if
18: θnew ← θ + θrot + r · θoff
19: end if

The aim if to find a rotation, θrot, that would rotate the link
from its initial orientation, Φ, to a collision-free orientation,



ϕ (see Fig. 5b-c). The magnitude, θrot = Φ−ϕ and direction,
r, to rotate the link to a collision free pose is calculated based
on the collision point that has the lower SDF value (point b
for Fig. 5b). Upon extracting the SDF values for the collision
pairs (line 4), the direction and point to use for calculating
the magnitude can be determined via a simple check on their
respective SDF magnitude (lines 7 to 12). Following this,
θrot can be calculated as follows (line 14):

θrot = cos−1

(
dm
dhpt

)
− cos−1

(
dm + d

dhpt

)
(2)

where, d is da or db, as appropriate, and dhpt is the distance
from the centre of rotation to the lower valued of point a or
b, i.e the hypotenuse of the right angled triangle in Fig. 5b-c.

Discretization error from the SDF can cause error in
the both cos−1 in (2) and the actual distance between
the collision point to the obstacle. Both these issues are
addressed through the use of a constant offset in the desired
rotation direction (lines 15 to 17).

Algorithm 1 describes the rotation for only a single pair
of points. The pseudo-code in Alg. 2 describes how multiple
pairs of points on a link is used to rotate the link out of
collision. The rotation described in Alg. 1 is iterated for each
collision pair points, starting from the pair nearest to the base
frame and finishing at the edge of the link (line 6). The set of
collision points are then further iterated until a collision-free
pose is found or terminated after a number of iteration, ni
(line 3). Both these bounded iterative approaches ensure that
the entire link is collision free, as compared to using only
a single pair of collision points for the entire link, and also
accounts for scenarios where some collision points may be
in a local minimums.

Algorithm 2 Base Rotation Refinement
1: θnew ← θ
2: cfree ← false
3: while cfree = false & i < ni do
4: i← i+ 1
5: cfree ← true
6: for j < ncp do
7: cfree, θnew ← computeRot(basefront, j, θnew)
8: cfree, θnew ← computeRot(baserear, j, θnew)
9: end for

10: end while

Under certain circumstances, Alg. 2 cannot guarantee a
collision-free yaw since the base link is constrained to its x-
y position. However, since the base link is largely centered
on the Voronoi Diagram, it is expected that the proposed
approach is sufficient to find a collision-free yaw.

Algorithm 2 has been adapted to find collision-free joint
angles for the leg link, with two minor modifications. First,
the collision points only consists of a frontal part since the
point of rotation is located at the end of the link as opposed to
the center in the case of the base link. Second, an additional
check has been introduced to ensure that the joint angles are
within their physical range of motion (lines 8 and 9). This is

achieved by flipping the rotation if the joint angles are out
of range and then relying on the iterative scheme to move it
to a collision free pose. These are described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Leg i Joint Angle Search
1: qnew ← qi
2: cfree ← false
3: while cfree = false & i < ni do
4: i← i+ 1
5: cfree ← true
6: for j < ncp do
7: cfree, qnew ← computeRot(legi, j, qnew)
8: if qnew > qi,limit then
9: qnew ← −qnew

10: end if
11: end for
12: end while

C. Pose Interpolation

Collision checking on the linear interpolation between
adjacent poses is used to determine if the transition from
one pose to another is feasible. The robot’s collision is
represented by a set of evenly distributed points around the
robot, similar to [15]. This simplifies the collision check
to that of comparing the collision points SDF values to a
threshold.

D. Reducing Pose Change

The outcome of the Voronoi diagram can introduce small
changes in position for adjacent vertices caused by the
topology of the map. These small changes in position are
passed from the Voronoi diagram to the sparse graph and
generate paths with zig-zags where a straight path could be
fitted. The non-straight paths add unnecessary complications
in the pose fitting of the robot, so an extra computation step
has been applied to the sparse graph to address this problem.

An alignment process is attempted for each pair of
connected vertices. The x-coordinate of the first vertex is
changed to the same value as the x-coordinate of the second
vertex in order to align them. The modified vertex is then
made permanent if it is collision free, otherwise the vertex is
returned to its original position. This process is repeated for
the y-coordinate and then for the second vertex. The result
of this alignment process is a graph with more straight lines
compared to the Voronoi Diagram.

IV. SNAKE FITTING

The ingress and egress of MIRRAX from a narrow to wide
configuration, or vice versa, requires a different pose-fitting
approach than the one suggested above. This is due to the
significant difference between adjacent poses, which would
result in collision during the interpolation step. To this end,
the approach of aligning the robot along its longitudinal axis
with the tangent of path is used here, similar to [10]. This
fitting approach is only used when the interpolation between
two adjacent poses (detailed in Section III-C) fails.



The snake fitting consists of a segment, starting and finish-
ing at fixed intervals away from where the interpolation fails,
as shown in Fig. 6a. These intervals have been introduced
to provide sufficient clearance space to transition from the
original pose to the straight configuration and vice versa.
The pose associated with the path within this segment will
be replaced with the approach here, along with the rest of
the points until the end of the segment.

Fig. 6. Discretised points along the path showing the pairs (orange) used
for checking interpolation. The red points are where interpolation fails. (a)
The original segment used for snake fitting. (b) The extended segment for
snake fitting since the interpolation failed.

The start and end point of the snake fitting segment is
subsequently interpolated with their adjacent point, to ensure
a collision-free transition (see Fig. 6a where the orange point
pair are). If the interpolation fails for either end, as shown
in Fig. 6b, the snake fitting is extended for that end to the
adjacent point. This extension is repeated until either there
is a successful interpolation or the process is terminated at
the end of the path.

As the robot approaches the end of the path, its front half
would exceed the path, resulting in no further points that can
be used to determine the path tangent for fitting the robot
using the approach here. Using the tangent at the end of the
path can cause incorrect pose fitting if the path terminates
towards the end of a corner. To address this, the Voronoi
diagram that continues on from the end of the path is used
for the pose fitting approach here.

A drawback of the snake-fitting configuration is that
the robot can be fitted with a straight pose (q1 = π/2,
q2 = −q1), which is a singular configuration in which the
robot is not fully controllable. In practice, this configuration
would result in the robot rolling. This problem is addressed
by replacing the singular configuration, when it has been
detected, with the narrow configuration (slight bend at both
joints). The robot’s base frame is also offset slightly as
detailed earlier in Section III-A to centralise the robot along
the path.

V. EVALUATION

The proposed motion planner has been verified in simula-
tion. This section describes the setup used for verifying the
planner and the results of the simulation evaluated across a
number of start and goal positions.

A. Simulation Setup
A 2D CAD generated environment with multiple instances

of narrow pathways has been created to evaluate the proposed
motion planner. The ESDF map was generated from the
CAD mesh using the voxblox ground truth ROS package1,
followed by the generation of the Voronoi diagram using the
dynamicvoronoi ROS package2 [6]. The simulated environ-
ment, along with the one-voxel thick Voronoi diagram and
sparse graph is shown in Fig. 7. A voxel size of 0.05 m is
used. The minimum path width found in the map is 0.4 m.
The selection of this path width will be discussed further
shortly. To generate the sparse graph the approach taken by
[6] was used, plus the reduction of unnecesary pose changes
between adjacent vertices. The path planner was evaluated
across three different start and end positions (1-2, 1-3, 1-4),
marked in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Simulated environment showing the SDF (grayscale shade), sparse
graph (vertices in blue while edges are in green), and the positions used for
path planning.

B. Results and Discussion
The proposed path planner succeeded in finding collision-

free paths for the three different start and goal positions.
A snapshot of MIRRAX navigating from a large area into a
narrow pathway (the segment a-f in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8).
It starts with the default configuration and then transitions to
the snake fitting pose (Fig. 8b) to minimise its lateral width
for ingressing the narrow pathway (Fig. 8c-e). In Fig. 8f,
MIRRAX would have been in a singular configuration if not
for the singular-avoidance approach in Section IV, resulting
in the configuration observed. A video showing the simula-
tion results is available in the supplementary material.

The pose fitting for the base link used in the snake-fitting
approach has been based on the heuristic proposed by [8],

wp = 2

√(rw
2

)2
+
(rl

4

)2
(3)

1https://github.com/ethz-asl/voxblox ground truth
2https://github.com/frontw/dynamicvoronoi



Fig. 8. Snapshot sequence of MIRRAX navigating along a planned path.

where rw and rl is the robot’s width and length respectively.
For the case of MIRRAX which consists of two unique

links (since leg 1 and 2 are of the same design), the base
link result in a larger minimum path width compared to the
leg links, wp ≈ 0.3 m. This is approximately the same
corner path width that MIRRAX can manually navigate
through physically, although with occasional contacts with
the surrounding obstacles. However, the planner was unable
to find collision-free poses for MIRRAX when the path
width is less than 0.4 m. This is partly due to the approach
used here which addresses the robot pose fitting sequentially
instead of simultaneously, thus limiting the free-space that
the robot is able to explore. Although limiting in this sense,
there are applications in the solution obtained here such
as using it as an initial guess for gradient-based trajectory
optimization approaches or for the operator in manual control
operations.

The path planner used here is the shortest-path approach,
i.e. the least number of vertices required to connect the start
and goal position. The result of this is much more evident
in the second simulation where the path passes through the
bottom horizontal instead of the middle horizontal. Indeed,
there are alternative paths that can be selected to reach the
goal position by way of selecting appropriate graph-search
algorithms and defining objective functions to improve on
the quality of the path. However, this is beyond the scope of
this study in demonstrating the feasibility of path planning
for a reconfigurable robot, which this paper has achieved.

There were instances where the Voronoi diagram, and the
resulting sparse graph, did not lie directly between obstacles.
This is due to discretization error and depends on the location
of the origin. An example of this can be seen in the vertical
narrow paths connecting the top and bottom half of the
map whereby the graph edge lie closer to the left obstacle
compared to the right. The result, in this case, are SDF values
smaller than the expected 0.2 m for the cells lying on the
graph edge. The first condition in (1) is thus required for
scenarios such as these.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an approach for global path planning
for reconfigurable ground robots that are connected by joints.

The approach uses a combination of known methods, namely
Voronoi Diagrams, SDF maps, and a set of newly developed
heuristics. The heuristics used ensure that transition between
poses is collision-free especially during the ingress or egress
from narrow pathways. The approach has evaluated in simu-
lation, demonstrating the capability of finding collision-free
paths through narrow pathways by modifying the robot pose
to fit within these confined environments.

For future work, this planner will be evaluated experi-
mentally on the physical platform to identify the practical
limitations of the proposed planner. Uncertainties such as
sensor noise, state-estimation, and control system, all of
which will have an effect on the robot being able to track the
path generated by the proposed planner, will be investigated.
Further areas of development include extending the planner
with objective functions and using it as an initial-guess for
gradient-based trajectory optimization.
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